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Dear Secretary Chiavetta:
Enclosed for filing with the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission is my answer to
Sunoco’s Motion in Limine.
If you have any questions regarding this filing please do not hesitate to contact me.
Sincerely,
Melissa DiBernardino
Pro se
October 22, 2019
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Answer to Motion in Limine

In response to yet another tactic used by SPLP to keep parties from being able to prepare for
the hearings, I would like to argue the false accusations being thrown at me. If I “violated” any
order given by Your Honor, I am truly sorry. It was not my intention at all as it was my
understanding that we were allowed to amend our lists and Your Honor would decide if the
amendment was acceptable or not.
Virginia Kerslake, an intervenor in my complaint and resident impacted by the Mariner East
Pipeline Project had been out of the country for some time until just a few days before I
amended my list. In that time, I was able to confirm that Ms Kerslake would not be calling any
witnesses or testifying herself in the hearing. It was then that I asked her to be a witness for me
and she agreed.
Ms Kerslake has been a witness in Sen. Dinniman’s emergency petition and SPLP is more than
familiar with her and her backround involving the project up until that time, at the very least.

Additionally, I would imagine that SPLP prepared even further with even more recent
information about Ms Kerslake when she petitioned to intervene and was granted that status. I
am unfamiliar with what discovery would be needed to cross examine her but if it included
exhibits of some kind, there has not been any submitted by SPLP for any other witnesses.
Therefore I find the claim of SPLP being deprived of due process to simply be a way to keep Ms
Kerslake off of the witness stand.
As for the use of William Turner (or any other Department of Emergency Services), SPLP is
either unaware or simply leaving out that there was a lot more confusion involved than the one
part of email attached. The first time I heard there was an issue with using Mr. Turner was on
our conference call in September. Prior to that, I had his name on witness lists dating back to
March and had been granted by Chester County to use Mr. Turner as a witness. Once this issue
came up, there were few conversations to clarify how to move forward. Not wanting to
jeopardize an intervenor’s case to be heard, I respectfully agreed to not call Mr. Turner under
the assumption that I would be permitted to call someone else from DES.
Attached is email communication showing that there was still much confusion about witnesses
well after September 10th.

According to Black’s Law Dictionary the definition of ambush is as follows:
AMBUSH
The noun “ambush” means (1) the act of attacking an enemy unexpectedly from a concealed
station; (2) a concealed station, where troops or enemies lie in wait to attack by surprise, an
ambuscade; (3) troops posted in a concealed place for attacking by surprise. The verb
“ambush” means to lie’ in wait, to surprise, to place in ambush. Dale County v. Gunter, 46 Ala.
142.
If I were even knowledgeable or experienced enough in law to try and pull something like this
off, the last witness I would ever choose for this alledged “tactic” would be Ms Kerslake. As
mentioned previously, SPLP has had much experience and has enough knowledge about Ms
Kerslake to fairly cross examine her. Alleging “prejudice” and being deprived of their due
process is not appropriate at all in this situation.
Furthermore, I am accused of additional “tactics” that “are nothing more than “hide-the- ball”
schemes which should not be endorsed or permitted before this Commission”. If this is an
official legal term that I’m unfamiliar with, I apologize but I do not understand the accusation or
what it means I’m doing wrong. However, I am familiar with the lay phrase “throwing spaghetti at
the wall to see what sticks”, which seems to be an appropriate description of SPLP’s “tactics”
(along with delaying my ability to prepare for our hearing).
Lastly, it is my opinion that the only violation that has occurred in this latest event is possibly the
Pennsylvania rules of professional conduct for attorneys by SPLP’s counsel when it comes to
overburdensome bullying tactics with pro se’ complainants. Perhaps even the Code of Civility
when throwing around unfounded and scandalous accusations.
The only “tactic” I was using in the timing of my amended complaint was ensuring I had the
proper confirmations and avoiding confusion with the schedule as best I as I could. It would
have caused more issues had I amended my complaint again and again as decisions were
being made and confirmed.
Therefore, I respectfully ask that Your Honor deny SPLP’s Motion in Limine in its entirety.
Respectfully,
Melissa DiBernardino
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